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It allows to model, simulate and analyze geological models with greater accuracy than before. It is a 3D . VGRAM 3D VOXEL
GRID vGRAM is a workflow module for geologic modeling in . Studio 3D geodatabase user tutorial and how to use it for basic

mapping and analysis Datamine. Tutorial and how to use it for basic . CAE Studio 3 and CAE Strat 3D, our trusted and
sophisticated software tools, have set a new industry standard in this field with proven . Datamine is designed to be used by

geologists, land- or minerals- . Exercise vGRAM3D Studio 4.1 and Link to datamine vGRAM 3d - Geologyc AppStore
VGRAM 3D VOXEL GRID vGRAM is a workflow module for geologic modeling in .This invention relates to a cup-shaped
shaped article which has an optically transparent but non-translucent core and a colored surface layer of at least one of light

color and dark color. Shaped articles in the form of bottles, e.g. glass bottles, are generally filled with beverages, and the filling
operation is most efficiently carried out as bottles being filled come to a complete standstill. In this way, the filling procedure

can be carried out at any time at any point along the continuous operation including after the production of the finished bottles.
In some installations, the bottles are filled by the second half of a bottle making machine, and following the point of filling,

these bottles are conveyed to a point where they are coated with a desired color before they are filled. Such bottles are
commonly referred to as coated bottles. Especially when a colored surface layer has been applied to the shaped article during
the course of production of the article, care must be taken that the finished article has at least one continuous, uninterrupted

colored surface layer which is free from cracks, and/or fissures, and/or inflections so that the appearance of the product is neat
and the product shows excellent visual appeal. In order to avoid producing a bottle which is geometrically imperfect so that the
appearance thereof is inferior, great care has to be taken that the colored layer is applied in a manner, which renders the shaped

article for the most part free from defects so that the shaped article has an appearance not inferior to that of a bottle that has
been subjected to a finishing operation. Also, the colored layer must be sufficiently
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